VOCABULARY
this vocabulary contains every word in the foregoing
verses of Lalla, with a reference to each place in which it occurs.
The order of words is that adopted by Sir George Grierson in
other works on Kashmiri, the arrangement being- based on the
English alphabetical order of the consonants, without regard
to the vowels. The latter come into consideration only in.
cases in which the same consonant is followed, or the same
consonants are separated by different vowels. Thus, the
different words containing the consonants tr will be found in
the succession tar. to-r, toruy im1*, and tSru. All words
beginning with vowels are arranged together at the com-
mencement, their mutual order being determined by the
consonants. Long and nasalized vowels are not differentiated
from short ones, except in cases where the difference between
two words depends only on such variations. A similar
principle has been followed in the case of diacritical marks.
For instance, pltJm precedes petarum, because h precedes r, the
difference between t and t being ignored. The letter & follows
t (and t). As the consonants v and w merely represent different
phases of the same sound, they are treated, for the purposes of
alphabetical order, as the same letter.
In Kashmiri the sonant aspirates gJi, (111, dJi, and bhl lose
their aspiration, although, in the case of tatmmas, the
aspiration is sometimes retained in writing. Even in this
latter respect there is no uniform custom, the same word being
written indiscriminately with or without the aspiration. At
one time a man will write abkyds, and at another time he will
write cibyas* Similarly, Lalla writes bkarya, a wife, with M,
but btit(k) (Sanskrit Wmtct), a principle of creation, with b.
The latter is a Saiva technical term, and, of all words, we
should have expected it to be spelt in the Sanskrit fashion.
To avoid confusion, I have therefore, for the purposes of
alphabetical order, treated each of these sonant aspirates as
identical with its corresponding unaspirated letter. That is
to say, $k will be found in the place allotted to g, dk in
that allotted to d, dh in that allotted to d, and bh in that
allotted to b.
G. A. G.
1 The sonant aspirate jh does not occur.

